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Magnetic anisotropy of carbonate minerals at room temperature and 77 K
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ABSTRACT
The relationship between magnetic properties and chemical composition of 19 natural carbonate
single crystals of the calcite, aragonite, and dolomite groups and of azurite were investigated. Magnetic
susceptibility was determined in low Þelds, and magnetic anisotropy was measured at room temperature
and at 77 K using a high-Þeld torque magnetometer. The chemical composition was analyzed using
LA-ICP MS. Planar arrangement of the CO3-groups generates an oblate diamagnetic anisotropy with
the minimum susceptibility k3 along the crystallographic c-axis in all investigated anhydrous carbonate
minerals. A prolate paramagnetic anisotropy with the maximum susceptibility k1 along the c-axis is
produced by Fe2+ in the trigonal carbonate lattice, which can lead to a transition from oblate to prolate
shape of the total anisotropy. The transition occurs in the calcite structure above an Fe concentration
of 400 ppm at room temperature and 150 ppm at 77 K. The susceptibility difference k1 – k3 for pure
calcite is 4.06 × 10–10 m3/kg and increases to 9.4 × 10–9 m3/kg for 10 800 ppm Fe. In the hexagonal
aragonite structure, no paramagnetic anisotropy due to Fe2+ was detected. Azurite shows a strong
anisotropy with k1 – k3 = 1.5 × 10–8 m3/kg, which is assigned to Cu2+. The paramagnetic anisotropy
due to Fe2+ increases at 77 K in minerals of the calcite and dolomite group and in azurite, but not in
minerals of the aragonite group. Upon cooling from room temperature to 77 K, k1 – k3 increases 13.3
times for 500 ppm to 100 000 ppm Fe2+ in the trigonal lattice and 7.2 times for siderite.
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INTRODUCTION
The anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) is frequently
used to characterize rock fabrics (cf. Borradaile and Henry 1997).
In the last several years, the information on AMS of non-ferromagnetic minerals has increased rapidly (cf. Martín-Hernández
et al. 2004). In many studies on non-igneous rocks, the AMS
is produced by phyllosilicates, which are paramagnetic (e.g.,
Chadima et al. 2004; Cifelli et al. 2004; Martín-Hernández et al.
2005). Studies that have investigated the AMS due to carbonate
minerals have mostly examined siderite (Winkler et al. 1996;
de Wall et al. 2000; Hounslow 2001; de Wall and Warr 2004;
Chadima et al. 2006). In calcitic rocks, AMS arises from crystallographic preferred orientation of calcite and can serve as a strain
indicator (Owens and Rutter 1978). To interpret AMS data collected for carbonate rocks, knowledge of the fundamental AMS
of carbonate minerals is essential. The AMS of pure calcite is
quite well known, however, the substitution of paramagnetic ions
for Ca alters the magnetic properties signiÞcantly (Mookherji
and Mathur 1965; Rochette 1988; Schmidt et al. 2006). For other
carbonate minerals, reliable values in the literature are rare and
sometimes differ considerably due to the chemical compositions
of the crystals used and the employment of different measurement techniques.
In the present study, the single-crystal AMS of the most important carbonate minerals has been re-examined. The chemical
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compositions of the samples were analyzed by laser ablation
mass spectrometry (Jackson et al. 1992; Durrant 1999) and
the samples were checked for ferromagnetic inclusions using
acquisition of isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM). The
magnetic susceptibility and anisotropy were determined using
low- and high-Þeld methods at room temperature and at 77 K.
These methods permit the precise determination of the intrinsic
diamagnetic and paramagnetic AMS and their relation to chemical composition. The increase of the paramagnetic susceptibility
difference by cooling from room temperature to 77 K (p-factor)
was determined for the carbonate minerals and Fe diluted in
the calcite structure. Knowledge of the p-factor is necessary for
the separation of the diamagnetic from the paramagnetic AMS
by high-Þeld, low-temperature torque measurements (Schmidt
et al. 2007).
The magnetic susceptibility can be described by the susceptibility tensor k with eigenvalues k1, k2, and k3, where k1 ≥ k2 ≥
k3, kM = (k1 + k2 + k3)/3 is the mean susceptibility, ∆k = k1 – k3 is
the difference between maximum and minimum susceptibility,
and P = k1/k3 is the degree of anisotropy. The tensor k can be
written as the sum of an isotropic and an anisotropic component,
which is the deviatoric tensor l (Jelinek 1985):
k = E kM + l
where E is the unit matrix, and the sum of the eigenvalues l11 +
l22 + l33 = 0. The anisotropy shape is described by the parameter
U (Jelinek 1981), where U = (2k2 – k1 – k3)/(k1 – k3). Therefore,
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